FALL CAREER COACHING WORKSHOPS

Leadership Presence & Cultural Approaches (Presented by Jessica Li, EVC Career Coach)
Wednesday, October 9th (4:00pm – 6:00pm) – Mishra Room, EVC Library

How do people and managers see you every day? In what ways can you appear as a leader within the first 30 seconds? Do your clothes attire make a difference? Learn how to build your influence and credibility both personally and professionally.

Applying for Jobs Online (Presented by Tomoko Ha, EVC Career Coach)
Thursday, October 10th (11:00am – 12:30pm) – LE 204

Almost everyone is applying for jobs online now. Learn what the current job search tools are and how to apply. Understand how you can increase your communication skills through using technology.

Prepare, Explore, and Identify Cultures in the STEM Fields and High Wage Occupations/Jobs (Presented by Fred Mitchem, EVC Career Coach)
Wednesday, November 6th (12:00pm – 2:00pm) – Gullo II

Understand how identity shows up in the workforce and what adversity is. Learn how professionals in the STEM field have found their way towards high wage occupations in Silicon Valley. What are the opportunities to prepare for STEM and high wage jobs and careers in Silicon Valley? Understand what internships and apprenticeships are and how to make the most out of these opportunities. Make sure that your resume is ready for a high wage career and develop interview skills that are specific to STEM and high wage careers.

LinkedIn Workshop & Professional Headshots (Presented by Tomoko Ha & Jessica Li, EVC Career Coaches)
Tuesday, November 19th (Workshop & Headshots: 1:00pm – 4:00pm; LinkedIn Clinic: 4:00pm – 6:00pm) – Gullo II

Learn how to increase your self-branding through your online presence on LinkedIn. Develop personalized online professional tools for your continuous career growth and understand how to communicate using technology.

Friday, December 6th (10:00am – 1:00pm) – Mishra Room, EVC Library

How do you ask for a raise? Determine your market value in the workforce and practice salary negotiation. Learn how your resume can increase your chances of getting a higher salary. What does it look like to change your career? Learn how to maintain finances during your career change. Are you taking care of both your parents and children? Learn how to manage a career while having different responsibilities. Understand how to read a job offer package and what the different employee benefits are. Learn how to calculate your taxes, fill out the W-2 form, and the difference between hourly vs. salaried employees.

To register for the Workshop, go to http://bit.ly/evccareer